UAV PATROL SYSTEM
FOR FOREST FIRE
PREVENTION
APPLICATION SCHEME
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PROFILE OF
TECHNICAL PLAN

PROFILE OF TECHNICAL PLAN
In recent years, specialized UAV has been more and more extensively used in
special application of each industry, and it began to replace traditional
manual work. Comparing with manual work or other traditional means, main
advantages of UAV’s application system are as below:
Fast application into the mission site, easy assembly, plug and play;
Most UAVs adopts modular design, which could be equipped with different
types of functional nacelles based on different missions.
• UAV is able to plan the flight route and make patrol on a regular basis, so its
stability and reliability is much better than manual work;
• UAV is able to be applied into all dangerous places, so it effectively reduces
potential personal injury;
• UAV could be used repeatedly, low cost but cost-effective.
Based on the above advantages, UAV’s application advantages in forest patrol
have been reflected completely, in the foreseeable future, its applications will
be expanded gradually.

PROFILE OF TECHNICAL PLAN
Forest patrol is a necessary part in forest administration. At present, most domestic forest authority still
adopts manual patrol, but this traditional method has following disadvantages: high labor intensity, low
efficiency and inaccurate information acquisition, while regarding the satellite’s information acquisition
for forest resources, it has long acquisition cycle, poor timeliness, unable to meet the requirement of realtime monitoring. For traditional manned aircraft, it improved poor timeliness and manual patrol, which
generally meet requirements of real-time monitoring. However, under hostile environment like forest fire,
flight safety will be threatened, meanwhile, it was greatly affected by environment and airspace, high
maintenance cost, which could not meet daily management of forest industry. Finding out a new hightech means into forest monitoring, forest fire prevention and enforcement has become an important
topic for forest administration.
Based on the above situations, this scheme intends to make multi-rotary UAV system as the solution,
which is able to conduct high altitude surveillance, lifesaving supplies dropped from the air, call-out in
the air, aerial photo, search stranded person, UAV’s application could obviously relieve the above
contradiction.
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Composition of
UAV system

•

Airframe: four-rotary petrol-electric hybrid UAV could be selected according to requirements of user application scene, loading and flight duration;

•

Flight control system: be responsible for UAV’s control and management, it is the combination between all sensor applications and response,
which plays decisive role in flight performance;

•

Nacelle strut: UAV’ integrated transmission of datalink, be responsible for transmitting collected data including UAV’s flight parameters, status
and functional nacelle, and it is also responsible for receiving instructions from the ground station and transmit it to flight control and service
nacelle;

•

All types of functional nacelle: it is designed for all industry applications, and considering harsh work environment and outdoor environmental
design. The applications including video collection, thermal image monitoring, supplies drop, illumination and call-out can be realized;

•

UAV’ ground station (software of ground station is included): different types of ground station can be configured based on requirements, the
functions including UAV’s instruction issue and control, data receiving and real-time video display can be completed;

•

It is mainly composed by airframe, flight control, integrated data link, power system, all service nacelles and integrated ground station. Among it,
flight control is the brain of UAV, which is not only the flight control center, but also flight administration center. It is the combination between all
sensor applications and response, which plays decisive role in flight performance. Integrated data link system not only wireless transmits all
nacelle data, UAV’s parameters and status to the ground, but also transmits all remote signals from the ground station to the flight control and
service nacelle, to meet ground controller’s control for UAV and its service nacelle.

UAV FOREST PATROL SYSTEM PROFILE
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1.

Technical
Advantages

Carbon fiber monolithic molding for airframe, aviation aluminum
alloy, high strength, light weight and big load;

2.

Comparison with peer Industry in terms of technical advantages
UAV’s integrated data link system adopts most up-to-date TEDM multi-carrier modulation patented technology
solely owned by our company; H.264 image decoding technology and multichannel transmission when frequency is
reused; long image transmission, good anti-interference capacity, powerful diffraction performance and low
frequency bandwidth.

Fully closed design, which is able to have a reliable flight in
moderate rain;

3.

Strong wind resistance, be able to take-off and landing in near gale;

4.

Modular design, plug and play, short disassembly time;

5.

Many kinds of service nacelles, to meet different applications;

6.

Good adaptation to environmental temperature, which is able to

No.

1

work from -20℃ to +40℃;
7.

Reliable flight in 3000 meter altitude and perform a task with

2

loading;
8.

Flight control at industry level, multiple protections, and stable
flight;

9.

3

High definition and low latency image transmission system, coding

ADVANTAGES IN PRODUCT PERFORMANCE

OTHER COMPANY’S PRODUCTS

Cloud platform and special camera’s endurance are more

SONY camera’s endurance is about 25 minutes (other

than 120 minutes

company’s product)

HD image transmission is over 10km, and its resolution is

Normal distance is from 3-4 km, if it is over this distance, the

not affected by the distance.

resolution will be affected.

Ground station is able to control all service nacelle by

For most other industries, embedded touch screen software

hardware, to facilitate client’s operation and use, and it

is adopted for operation. It is not convenient to operate in

supports wifi extended connection.

field, which is easy to have error operation.

Wind resistance is near gale, since it has own power

Wind resistance is fresh breeze, in the flight of wind

generation system, in case of enough power redundancy

resistance, the power consumption is too fast, so the flight

and wind resistance, the flight duration is not affected.

duration is reduced.

Airframe is fully closed and rainproof structure, which is

Generally, part of connecting wires are exposed outside,

equipped with nacelle, it is safe and good-looking,

waterproof is poor, most of them can only reach the level of

rainproof level reaches to rainstorm.

light rain.

latency time is less than 120ms, synchronous operation of 1080 p
resolution, industry leader in image definition;
10. Communication distance in remote and open environment is 10-
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100km, which is better than peer industry level.
11. Professional ground control system, outdoor and operation in the
sun can be satisfied;
12. Professional UAV application software meets all industry
requirements.
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DESIGN PRINCIPLE
• Cutting-edge and maturity The system adopts up-to-date and mature plan and technology, as well as reliable equipment, to provide users with quality solutions.
• Real-time and practicability UAV system could be allocated rapidly and put into use immediately, very low dependence on the surroundings, stable
performance; the system is easy to be operated and mastered, reliable and practical.

• Standard and normalization All equipment, communication software and protocol in the system conform to related standard and technical norm.
• Extensibility

Users are able to add new UAV products based on their increased demand, which has no conflict with existing UAV, and they could be integrated

together.

• Safety The system design must abide by safety principle, to prevent damages from inside and outside of internet. The main aspects are reflected as below:
1. The equipment adopts digital communication technology, so the transmission distance is quite far;
2. Safety issues have been considered into communication protocol design, and channel encryption is offered as well;
3. Users are able to add independent encryption or decryption devices, to realize higher safety;
4. Safety measures including authorization of resource access, certification, control and audit have been taken for internal internet, to prevent illegal access and damage
to internet resource from internal users.

• Reliability

The system design must follow the principle of reliability, which allows internet system to have high availability. The principle is reflected as below:

1. Cutting edge, mature and high reliable internet equipment should be selected;
2. The system’s gain reserve is very high;
3. Good link serviceability;
4. Principle of manageability;

• Professional The design of system performance, structure, layout, shake proof and safety should be professional and integration, which conform to related regulation.
• Serviceability

The whole system has the features of fast maintenance and convenient use.

ADVANTAGES OF UAV FOREST PATROL
TRADITIONAL MANUAL FIRE PREVENTION PATROL

UAV FIRE PREVENTION PATROL

Low efficiency

UAV is equipped with zoom camera, which is able to conduct real time
observation for fire on the ground from 300-1000 meters altitude sky.

Personal safety risk is very high

Low requirement for take-off place, no person is required for climbing
work.

Unable to identify fire point in advance

UAV is equipped with infrared thermal imaging camera, which is able to
identify fire points in the mountain area.

If fire disaster occurs, traditional look-out is unable to master
overall situation and observe fire behavior.

UAV is able to make hovering in the air, which is able to observe real time
situation of the fire.

On-site coordination is required for traditional firefighting
direction, so the firefighting progress is postponed.

Cloud platform system has no distance restriction, which is able to
observe the fire situation via mobile phone, PC and command hall.

UAV system has the following advantages for forest application:
•

It is not limited by terrain, which is suitable for all forest patrol mission;

•

UAV has powerful anti-electromagnetic capacity, and good environmental adaptation, which is able to work in big wind or moderate rain;

•

It is able to monitor field dynamic, to provide decisions with effective support;

•

UAV has multiple functions including drop, call-out, illumination and infrared thermal imaging.

•

Forest patrol personnel has low work intensity and low service cost;

•

UAV’s operation is very simple, highly automation and intelligence, and its system capacity could be expanded furtherly in the future based on demands.
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PRODUCT PROFILE: SMART EAGLE-15MINI
NO.

NAME OF ITEMS

Smart eagle-15mini petrol-electric hybrid UAV is a
professional four-rotary aircraft with high performance facing

TECHNICAL
PARAMETERS

Flight platform

to the clients from public security firefighting industry. It is

1

Surrounding
temperature

-20℃ to 40℃

2

Features of
mechanical arm

Foldable

environmental protection monitoring, electric wire patrol, oil

3

Loading

3kg

and gas pipeline patrol, forest fire warning inspection, movie

4

Take-off weight

16kg

shooting measurement, anti-terrorist. The paddle size of

5

Wheelbase

1035mm

Smart eagle-15mini is 30 inch, and symmetric wheelbase is

6

Flight duration

120min

1035mm.

7

Cruising speed

15m/s

8

Work height

500m

9

Wind resistance
capacity

Near gale

10

Fuel

95# blended
gasoline

11

Average oil
consumption

1L/h

12

Power output

2.0kw

13

Celling

2500m

14

Oil tank material

KEVLAR

Radius in control

10-30km
(depends on
surroundings)

integrated molding made from high intensity carbon fiber:
good looking, firm and reliable. It can be extensively used in
many air tasks including data collection, urgent surveying
and mapping, disaster investigation, resource investigation,

FEATURES:
• Automatic restart in the air Smart eagle-15 mini is equipped with automatic restart function in the air.
When the UAV detects the stalling of the engine, automatic restart in the air will be activated, which the process
is not required to be operated manually, so it furtherly increases flight reliability.

• Automatically make a return voyage alerted by primary low voltage
When the UAV detects the voltage is too low, it will automatically make a return voyage to its original position.

• In-situ landing alerted by secondary low voltage
When the UAV’s voltage reaches to secondary low voltage alert, the UAV will land slowly by its capacity of lithium
battery, to avoid damage due to its free fall to the ground.
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PRODUCT OUTLINE: 30X ZOOM
ZOOM CAMERA
1

Dimension

152x137x61mm

2

Weight

556g

3

Sensor

CMOS, 1/2.8”
Effective pixels: 2.13 million
30x optical zoom camera
F=4.3mm-129mm (39-872mm equivalent focal length)
F1.6-F4.7
Zoom movement speed:
- optical wide-angle- optical long-focus: 4.6s
- optical wide-angle- digital long-focus: 6.4s
- digital wide-angle- digital long-focus: 1.8s
Focus movement duration: Infinity-closest end (∞-near): 1.1

4

In the applications of patrol, safety guard, search and
rescue, UAV is playing more and more important role.
It rapidly crosses obstacles and transmits image
information efficiently. 30x optical zoom combines
with 6x digital zoom provides you with powerful image
collection capacity from long distance. Z30 not only
obtains information flexibly and rapidly, but also
guarantees personnel and equipment safety.

5

Angle jitter

+/- 0.010

6

Slewing area in control

Pitching: +300 to -1200, translation: +/- 3200

7

Structure design range

Pitching: +500 to -1400, translation: +/- 3300 ,
Roll: +900 to -500

8

Max RPM

Pitching: 1800/s, translation: 1800/s

9

Work temp

-10 to 45 ℃

PRODUCT PROFILE: INFRARED DUAL LIGHT LENS
ZOOM CAMERA
1

Dimension

127.6 * 164.5 *173.5mm

2

Weight

1230g

3

Image sensor

1/2.8 inch Exmor R CMOS

4

Effective pixels

2.13 million

5

Signal system

1080p/59.94, 1080p/50, 1080p/29.97, 1080p/25
1080i/59.94, 1080i/50, 720p/59.94, 720p/50, 720p/29.97, 720p/35,
NTSC*1, PAL*1
***low light (50%), high sensitivity mode: color: 0.01 1x (F1.6, automatic
gain control is on, 1/30 sec)

6

Video output (HD)

1080p/30/60

7

Lens (wide – tele)

Shutter speed: 1/1 sec -1/10000 sec
F=4.3mm (wide angle) -129.0mm (far end), digital zoom 12x

THERMAL IMAGING INDEX
1

Operating mode

8μm-14μm thermal imaging

high precision encoder FOC control plan, which has the features of high

2

Detector’s pixels

640*480

stability, small volume, light weight and low power dissipation.

3

Pixel size

Uncooled long wave 17μm

1.

4

Pallet

Black and white, black hot, false color

5

Digital lens

1x 3x

6

Temp. measuring model
(optional)

Thermometer strip (false color display), max. temperature, min.
temperature, central temperature

PWM, S.BUS control and serial port command control are supported,

7

Data refresh rate

25HZ

which is suitable for remote control of short distance or data

8

Track speed

+/- 32 pixels/field

transmission command control of long distance.

9

Target size

16*16-128*128

Professional high precision three-axis stabilization zoom nacelle adopts

Nacelle speed can be adjusted: high zoom camera and slow speed
allows a much accurate control: low zoom camera and fast speed
allows a flexible and fast control.

2.

One-button return function: just press one button, it will return back
to the original position.

3.

PRODUCT PROFILE: BACKHAUL
BACKHAUL
Video repeater is able to

1

Type of interface

DVI interface

2

Automatic input cable
equalization

25m

3

Input cable length

25m

4

Output cable length

15m

cable. The product is self-

5

Input impedance

100Ω

adaptive, which can support

6

Output impedance

100Ω

7

Interface quantity

One input, one output

8

Input level

>380 mVp-p

9

Input reflection loss

>15dB

10

Output level

800mVp-p +/-10%

11

Max. input resolution

1080P

12

Power source

12V/1A

13

Power dissipation

Less than 5w

14

Work temperature

-10℃ -55℃

15

Work humidity

10%-90% no
condensation

16

Enclosure protection level

IP40

17

Dimension

96mmx66mmx24.1mm

enhance video signal of one
input cable HDMI/SDI/DVI and
then output, which can
remarkably extend video signal’s
transmission distance in the

variety of standard definition, HD
SDI system and resolution signals.
In the course of switching, no
distortion or time-delay.

FEATURES:
•

Identify 3G, HD-SDI input automatically, and support standards of SMPTE292M/259M/297M/344M
standard.

•

Self-adaptation to variety of resolution signal input and output.

•

Multistage cascade relay is supported;

•

Fully digital, no compression, no distortion, no time delay.

•

The input has automatic cable equalization, which is able to compensate the loss of cable
transmission.

•

Rich power and video link direction information.

PRODUCT PROFILE: GROUND CONTROL STATION
GROUND STATION
1

Box model

Pelican 1560

2

Dimension

46*24*17cm

3

Weight

10kg

4

Enclosure material

Polypropylene composite

5

Protection level

Lid: IP67 water and dust proof

6

Work temperature

-20℃ -60℃

7

Type of color

Matte black

8

Portable features

Ready to use once being opened, tri-proof transport once being
closed, external handle is available.

9

Duration of flight

Intelligent battery management system, flight duration is 5h.

10

Interface support

USB,HDMI, RJ45, SDI

11

Human computer interaction

IPAD

12

Switch parameter

Main power, link power, power button

13

Other equipment

Industrial cooling fan, equipment indicator

14

Size

17.3 inch

15

Resolution

1920*1080

16

Storage capacity

32G (optional)

17

Maximum brightness

1040nit

18

Display content

Current voltage, current, residual capacity, power

19

Management system
protection

Over-current protection, overvoltage protection, low voltage
protection, over-capacity protection, over-power protection
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Battery protection

Over-current protection, over-temperature protection, over-voltage
protection, low voltage protection

PRODUCT PROFILE: MEGAPHONE

MEGAPHONE
1

Audio transmission
distance

1km

2

Size of loudspeaker

168*153*91mm

3

Power of loudspeaker

100w

4

Speaker-phone
distance

60-75db, max: 120db outside 100m

CASES

2

(Smart eagle-15mini)

(On-site flight)

TIME: from April to May 2020 (one month)
PATROL’S NATURE: Forest fire prevention patrol
PATROL’S PLACE: Panshan forest, Qipan Mountain, Shenyang City, Liaoning Province.
PATROL METHOD: LingdaoYing-15mini Petrol-electric Hybrid UAV is equipped with 30x zoom camera, infrared
imaging camera, megaphone, online cloud platform.
Our company arranged two teams in 2 different regions for flight patrol. Each operator in each team has one UAV
which conducts twice respectively in the mornings and afternoons. The flight distance for each time is 10-30km,
the accumulated flight miles is more than 3000km, which provided effective guarantee for forest fire prevention in
the spring season of Shenyang City. During this period, 5 suspected fire points have been detected during this
patrol, and 12 burnings of crop straw. The live situation have been transferred to the command center located in
the city via cloud platform, so the evidence was taken through live photograph and video, for reference of law
enforcement officer.

CONCLUSION
•

In daily forest patrol, Smart eagle-15mini is equipped with 30x zoom camera, which is able to collect forest
video information, and access to forest monitoring platform. It integrates with previous monitoring and
command system, to realize real-time check, saving and playback for UAV’s video signal and provide them for all
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command authorities to access.
•

For fire prevention and fire extinction as well as urgent command, it is equipped with visual light and infrared
thermal imaging load for real time observation of ground fire, to send the image data back to the ground, to
facilitate the fire authority to response timely. For hidden fire investigation and extinction, it is able to observe
hidden fire which is not able to be detected by eyes, infrared thermal imaging obtains complete temperature
distribution image in the fire ground by fog detector, and fire disaster real time evaluation image can be
obtained by visual light.

•

For census of forest surveying and mapping, forest surveying and mapping should be added based on demand.
UAV is equipped with professional equipment like 5-lens camera and software, which is able to link the UAV’
patrol data to forest fire prevention office’s fire monitoring network and data platform, to realize 3D data
platform construction in important region, and realize image transmission, data interaction, remote control and
network sharing.

•

The forest patrol work conducted by our company has been taken advantages of UAV’ good motility, flexibility
and extensive monitoring range, which have effectively solved difficulties of obtaining fire information in
complex geographical environment. When UAV is conducting patrol in the air, all dynamic information in the
forest are able to be seen from UAV’s ground station, which effectively reduced forest patrol period and formed
“Air-ground Network”, to provide important evidence for furtherly increasing fire monitoring efficiency.
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